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Business Hack #2

3. Using empathy to strengthen communication

1. Communicating Purpose

Review the pillars of the brand Renew the message

After conducting market research, it's now time to empathise with

consumers and embrace their feedback. 

The pillars of the brand define your

brand's perception and are the base

on which you can create your

products. Analysing what is relevant

for your audience now compared to

the past, and reshape your pillars

around the new needs of your

audience. 

Finally, renew your brand message

and decide what tone of voice you

want to adopt to be relevant to the

new needs of your audience.
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Consumers have changed behaviour, needs and want: the way we engage

with our customers online needs to be adapted. To be successful brands

need to be resilient, apply innovation and be driven by a purpose: they must

embrace the change in consumer behaviour, who's spending more time

online than ever before. 

Consumers are staying online to engage, learn and connect.

A new purpose

Engage

Connect

The engagement has seen a dramatic rise as stay-at-home has shifted

people's interests and hobbies. When engaging with customers online, try to

keep an authentic voice letting them know who is behind your business.

Be an

authentic voice

Bring autheticity

through

experiences 

Keep your business

top of mind 

People spending more time at home are more interested in exploring and

learning new things. TikTok shows us how Millennials and GenZ are turning to

social media to have fun but also to be part of movements, follow along with

other people who they admire. YouTube has seen a huge rise in people learning

along with celebrities or normal people through videos. 

Showcase craft,

expertise and USP.

Tell your online

story

Create an audience

through new channels

Create meaningful

connections

Playful innovation

and discovery

Enhance digital

experiences

There are so many opportunities to engage and connect with people online. 

For those who struggle to have the same number of customers, creating digital

experiences can help boost engagement.

What Brands can do Online

Instagram

Virtual shopping at

Rock Paper Scissors

Our virtual shopping

experience is

available to book via

our website. Hear

more from Liz about

this new service and

how it will make your

lockdown shopping

so much easier and

better.

Sometimes, something
really simple can make
a difference

Good Luck

Beerhouse

The beerhouse is

donating 100% of the

revenue on selected

beers purchased

through the website

to help a local elderly

home who has been

heavily hit by the

pandemic. 

Travel

Travel

Restoring Consumer

Confidence

Redefinition of the channel mix

strong increase in the use of

digital channels, online search,

e-commerce and review

platforms.  

The decline of in-person

engagement and offline

advertising, temporary rise in TV

advertising. 

Channel mix reevaluation

customers buy increasingly

online, e-commerce is more used

and trusted. 

On-the-go consumption declines

Physical shopping spaces are

selected for proximity to home,

increased safety and hygiene and

reduced queuing.  

The decline in discretionary

spending, higher price

sensitivity, general trading

down. 

Basket re-composition: larger

baskets, more essential goods,

grocery, health products. 

Format polarization: buying

larger or smaller packs and

reducing shopping frequency. 

Customers value brands they can

trust and that are making a positive

difference in the fight against the

pandemic, that take responsibilities,

that act sustainably. 

Change in the hierarchy of needs:

health and hygiene as new

priorities, sustainable, meaningful

and local products. 

More value for privacy, especially

when it comes to online shopping.

Where customers

purchase

What customers

purchase 

What customers

value 

Make sure the right information

about your business is displayed

on your online channels. 

Re-evaluate advertising

strategies, favouring online vs

offline ads. 

Keep the conversation personal

Improve your online sales channels

and partner with e-commerce

platforms that can offer scaled

capabilities. 

Create an offer that is relevant to

the proximity markets.

Improve safety and hygiene and

manage queues efficiently.

Focus on products that are

essential, develop offers with a

high value for money. 

Bundle products in larger packs or

de-bundle them in smaller packs. 

Make the most out of the reduced

customers' visits.

Actions to take Actions to take Actions to take Actions to take

Sources: Ipsos MORI, McKinsey & Company

WFH (32%)

Commuting (23%) Consumption (15%)Flying (27%)

Shopping locally (31%)

Try to build an authentic

relationship with your customers,

show your commitment to safety

and sustainability to gain trust. 

Highlight your core products, tell

why are they important.

Reassure customers that when you

use their data you do it with the

highest privacy standards.

In this process, you map out the needs of your customers in four steps.

If you do it visually, that could definitely help. 

Empathy Mapping the Customer Experience

Local

Resident Aged 40-50

Returning

customers

What has changed in the the

needs of your customers?

Point these changes out.

What are their needs now? How

do they differ from their previous

needs? What are their most

urgent needs?

How do customers behave and

think on a daily basis ?

Put yourself into their shoes.

What do they do on a daily basis ?

How do they think? How do they

behave in their natural

environment?

What do your customers find

particualrly difficult to achieve?

Address their struggles.

What are their new struggles?

What are they trying to achieve?

Where do you find painpoints

across their journey?

Getting the

most out of

the

experience

Justifiying

non

essential

spend

Finding

quality and

convenience 

Follow

competitor

brands

Need

Quality vs

Quantity

Are more

price

sensitive

Compare

offers

Criticise and

select 

Look for

essential

things

According to the data you have

collected and your experience

who are the "users" involved? 

Name them. 

Have they changed from before

or is it the same reference group?

Try to define who is your 'typical'

new customer. 

Show

empathy

Understanding the shift in consumers'

needs is the first thing to do. The new

normal we are living in has disrupted

consumer behaviour and deeply

changed the needs of your customers:

embracing these new needs will make

sure you will be always relevant to them. Focus on what you

can do online

The increasing importance of the online

world has led to a recomposition of the

channel mix that people use to get

information, inspiration and make buying

decisions. Leveraging on your online

channels is fundamental to communicate

with your customers and help them make

informed decisions Co-creation 

at the core

When developing new products or

experiences, put yourself into the shoes

of your customers: what would they like

them to be? Involve both your customers

and employees in the co-creation of the

experience.

Tell your story

Don't forget to "shout out loud" what you

are doing: storytelling is a powerful way

of showing your efforts in meeting the

needs of your customers, developing

more sustainable products and becoming

a force of positive change in the industry

Take bold

decisions 

Consumers are increasingly favouring

companies that are taking bold decisions

and are standing on the side of good

causes. Take this occasion to rethink

what you are doing as a business and re-

formulate your decisions and values to

become a more purposeful business.   

The pandemic has brought to an acceleration of past consumer behaviours.

People are now more confident using e-commerce and online delivery,

consume more e-entertainment and tend to favour brands they can trust. 

The pandemic has made people more selective in their choices, adopting a

more responsible and cost-effective way of purchasing.

IRL - Acceleration of past behaviours

5. Building trust through transparency

How customers

get information

People's mindset has changed and with it the specific needs of consumers.

As a business, it is fundamental to understand these changes: if you want to

be relevant to your customers, you must understand their needs. The best

way to capture these needs is to put yourself in the shoes of your

customers, a process known as 'Empathy Mapping'.

The action of understanding,

being aware of, being

sensitive to, and vicariously

experiencing the feelings,

thoughts, and experience of

another individual.

EMPATHY

Addressing impact

Transparency means first of all showing the direct and indirect impact of your

actions on the society and the environment. Addressing these impacts is not

only useful to build trust among customers, but is a healthy exercise for your

business to get a deeper understanding of the impacts of daily operations.

Showing positive contribution

Alongside being transparent in addressing negative impacts, showing

customers and stakeholders the positive contributions of your activities is

equally important.

Addressing safety issues with transparency

During the COVID-19 pandemic, safety has become the number one priority on

the agenda of tourism businesses, who are confronted with the difficult task of

implementing safety measures and providing transparent information to

guests. In situations of emergency, clear communication is a must: it is

important not to minimise, but to instead address issues openly and give

precise information to guests. The difference 

Transparent pricing and revenue

Being transparent also implies showing transparency in internal

operations and systems, this is beneficial both for customers but also for

stakeholders and employees. Being transparent with customers is not

only a moral duty, but can be a great tool to build trust.

In a world where customers are becoming more conscious about what they are purchasing and increasingly critical of

the way businesses and organisations are operating, adopting transparency becomes a must to increase both

customers' and stakeholders' trust.

Fogoislandinn

Amazonaws

Soneva releases annual reports and has

created an in-house reporting tool, the

"Soneva Total Impact Assessment",

measuring direct and indirect impacts of the

resort on the local community and the supply

chain.

The Fogo Island Inn developed a label

providing visitors with transparent

information on how the Inn's activities

contribute to the economic and social

development of the local community

Upright quantifys the net impact of

companies, which is the sum of a

company’s positive and negative

impacts on the environment, health,

society and knowledge.

Youtube

EcoCamp Patagonia is showing its

efforts to invest in sustainability,

showcasing its social commitment,

involvement in cultural

preservation programmes and

eco-friendly practices within the

resort.

Youtube

CitizenM has developed a whole

campaign around safety, through

video showcasing the hotel safety

concept

The airline ANA has developed

transparent safety guidelines

through the "ANA Care Promise",

addressing safety measures

from before departure, to the

check-in and on-board measures

Ana

Google Hotel Searches has enhanced

transparency by showing the total cost of each

hotel stay, which comprises the total price for the

entire stay with taxes and fees, enabling users to

make realistic comparisons of offers and build

trust towards the platform.

The software company Buffer has an

entire section of the website showing

how revenue is distributed within the

company, across salaries, culture,

tools, fees and profit.

Google

Buffer

Consumers are becoming more

conscious about their choices and the

impacts of such choices on the

environment, communities and

economies. 

An increasingly higher percentage of

consumers are seeking more

sustainable options. 

People have rediscovered nature-

based experiences away from crowds

Altruism and solidarity have

encouraged the support of local

businesses 

Choose to travel close to home, to

explore more about their destination

Customers are becoming

more selective in their

choices, favouring

businesses that adopt

sustainable practices and

making more conscious

purchases.

4. Storytelling the local and sustainable business

The COVID-19 pandemic has made us aware of the fragility of the

global tourism ecosystem, exposing the problems related to

sustainability. Ensuring sustainable tourism development becomes,

now more than ever, a priority for tourism businesses, and the

pandemic an occasion to build back a more resilient business model.

Greenwashing: the practice of

businesses making deliberate

choices to hide some malevolous

practices. 

Green-pressure: consumers selecting

companies that are socially and

environmentally sustainable in their

operations.

Saying, Doing.. and Succeeding

Saying Doing Succeeding

Making your

sustainable plans clear.

Taking small actions

towards sustainability

Sustainability at the

core of strategy.

The Struggle of a Zero-Waste Restaurant

Five years ago, Douglas McMaster opened the restaurant Silo, hoping to

change the unsustainable practices of modern food systems. His aim was

simple, yet fri...

Youtube

Qbichotels

Zero

waste

Haeckels

Qbic hotels

The brand has adopted

small but significant

actions, such as solar

panels on the roof,

energy-efficient LED

lighting that turns on with

motion sensors, electric

car charging points,

encouraging consumers

to make more eco-

friendly choices.

Contiki' make travel

better pledge

The tour operator

pledges is

committment to

make travel more

sustainable,

responsible and

invites customers to

do the same 

Eurostar pledge

The company

pledges to support

local communities

and the environment

with a 10-point

support plan,

planting a tree every

train service

Silo restaurant

The restaurant eliminated the

waste trading directly with

farmers, using re-usable

delivery vessels and choosing

local ingredients that

themselves generated no

waste. Compost machines

turn any restaurant scraps

into a compost used to

produce more food… Closing

the loop. 

Eurostar-treadlightly

Sourcing

locally

Bold

choices

Zerobnb

Zerobnb helps find the

best sustainable homes

until the category is

added. Spread the word

and help make travel

more sustainable. 

Small steps

Haeckels

The company produces

sustainable cosmetics

and aims to raise

awareness about the

natural wealth of the

local environment

where the company

sources its ingredients. 

Get

certified

B Corp

Specifically developed

for businesses and

organisations the B

Corp Certification is

the only certification

measuring the entire

social and

environmental

performance of

companies.

Organisations of any level and in any industry are increasingly perfecting their sustainability strategy,

recognising their social responsibility and environmental impact. Many are adopting sustainable

approaches undertaking circularity models or simply finding the right way to give back to society. In this

landscape, every action counts. We have seen different best practices and we have grouped them into a

3-tier framework. 

Pledges

Unfccc

Take

action
Race To Zero

A global campaign to rally leadership

and support from businesses, cities,

regions, investors for a healthy,

resilient, zero carbon recovery that

prevents future threats, creates decent

jobs, and unlocks inclusive, sustainable

growth.

Ask consumers again and again

Value opinions

Run Focus groups and Surveys

2. Co-designing your recovery with consumers

Map the customer journey 

Conduct customer research, e.g. survey. Identify the actions they

take; Identify key interactions; Identify emotions and feelings.

Map the employee journey 

Identify internal processes: which steps are taken to support

customers? Identify teams and groups: who is engaged in

delivering the experience? Identify tools and systems: which

ones are used to deliver the experience? Identify emotions:

which attitudes and emotions does the journey evokes?

When it comes to recovery,

involving consumers and

embedding their feedback can

be key to success.

Surveys and Consumer Research Developing surveys

Think about what you are

trying to find out.

Identify consumers who can

help you answer your question

Format, structure and layout. Review

internally. Incorporate feedback.

Choose the number of

respondents within each group

Make sure to have a high

response rate for each segment.

Compare survey findings in line with

the objectives stated in the survey

Don't be afraid to ask customers for

their feedback: you can do it by

running focus groups and

administering surveys.

It is very likely that with your business adopting new processes the

customer and employee's journey will change. 

Understanding touchpoints is critical to ensure the best possible

outcomes for everyone.

Employee satisfaction reflects on customer experience: 

     Motivated & engaged employees avail customer experience

     Frustrated employees will lead to a bad customer experience 

Mapping out customer-employees interactions and emotions will

help design experiences that connect with your internal teams

and people to drive satisfaction, engagement and retention.

Mapping and re-designing Customer and Employee Experience

Employee 

satisfaction

Customer

satisfaction 

Identify moments of truth across journeys

Identify pivotal moments: find out what leaves lasting positive

or negative impressions on customers and employees. 

Identify issues and opportunities: fix potential issues and create

opportunities to drive loyalty and advocacy. 

Use HMW (How Might We) questions to generate ideas and

encourage collaboration with others to find practical solutions. 

Re-design both customers and employees journeys: fix issues

and implement ideas across both journeys.

We have experimented with surveys a lot, with different formats,

channels, types and audiences. Yet the process remains the same

and includes the following 6 steps:

Define research question

and objectives

Identify who you will be

surveying

Design and test

Choose sample of

respondents

Administer the survey 

Analyse data

Mural

Some templates to better understand consumers

Customer & Employee Journey map

Gathering feedback through Surveys & Interviews

Mightynetworks

Types of surveys

How do
they book?  

The journey

Which channels
they ues?

What inspires them?

How they keep
themselves informed?

What are their
needs?

Preferences

What do they look
for?

Which experiences are
they looking for?

What motivates them?

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CHshn6dFBmE/
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-spend-with-us-helping-businesses-affected-by-bushfire-drought-and-covid-19
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-chuffed-gifts-regenerating-domestic-tourism-through-gift-giving
https://fogoislandinn.ca/in-between/economic-nutrition/
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/websites-wordpress-uploads/www.soneva.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Soneva-Total-Impact-Assessment-2018.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBwCHi75gcE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOZyaWS7ShY
https://www.ana.co.jp/en/jp/topics/coronavirus-travel-information/initiative/
https://www.google.com/travel/hotels?ts=CAE&ved=0CAAQ5JsGahcKEwjg88e2qe_vAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAg&ictx=3
https://buffer.com/resources/transparent-pricing-buffer/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj38m08QLoE
https://qbichotels.com/stay-green-qumanity/
https://haeckels.co.uk/
https://www.eurostar-treadlightly.com/en/tread-lightly-10-point-plan.php
https://unfccc.int/climate-action/race-to-zero-campaign#eq-1
https://app.mural.co/template/07b5f8ff-e07d-4944-ab0a-5e487b72aab5/0df8a27c-00fd-4509-be5b-c1484e65200c
https://media2-production.mightynetworks.com/asset/20424544/2.2_Gather_Feedback.pdf

